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QUESTION 1

You are asked by management to document all jobs written to make future maintenance easier. Which statement is true
about annotations? 

A. The short job description can be identified within the Description Annotation stage. 

B. The Description Annotation stage contains both the short and full descriptions for the job. 

C. The background for the Description Annotation stage can be changed for each unique stage. 

D. The Description Annotation stage can be added several times at different locations to identify business logic. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Configuring the weighting column of an Aggregator stage affects which two options. (Choose two.) 

A. Sum 

B. Maximum Value 

C. Average of Weights 

D. Coefficient of Variation 

E. Uncorrected Sum of Squares 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

Modular development techniques should be used to maximize re-use of DataStage jobs and components. Which
statement represents Modular Development techniques? 

A. Job parameters should be used in Job Names. 

B. Hard code the Invocation ID to improve development process. 

C. Create a standard directory structure inside of the DataStage project directory for source and target files. 

D. Job parameterization allows a single job design to process similar logic instead of creating multiple copies of the
same job. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about stage variables in a Transformer Stage? (Choose two.) 

A. Stage variables can be set to NULL. 

B. Stage variables cannot be set to NULL. 

C. Varchar stage variables can be initialized with spaces. 

D. Stage variables are refreshed with default values before each new input row is processed. 

E. A stage variable in one Transformer can refer to a stage variable in another Transformer, as long as the second
Transformer was processed earlier in the job flow. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The derivation for a stage variable is: Upcase(input_column1) : \\' \\' : Upcase(input_column2).Suppose that
input_column1 contains a NULL value. Assume the legacy NULL processing option is turned off. 

Which behavior is expected? 

A. The job aborts. 

B. NULL is written to the target stage variable. 

C. The input row is either dropped or rejected depending on whether the Transformer has a reject link. 

D. The target stage variable is populated with spaces or zeros depending on the stage variable data type. 

Correct Answer: B 
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